TRAVEL

A tale of
three cities

See thrilling flamenco in southern Spain, marvel at
Croatia’s medieval past and sink a custard tart or
two in the Portuguese capital. By Yvonne Gordon

SEVILLE

Gardens of Dorne, in the most recent
series of Game of Thrones.
Seville Cathedral, one of the largest in
The dancer stamps his feet, loudly and
the world, was simply built to show off.
slowly, one by one, gradually speeding
One of the highlights of this shrine to the
up with every beat. His feet tap faster
city’s wealth is the spectacular golden
and faster in a faultless rhythm,
altarpiece, the largest in the world. It
accompanied by impossibly nimble
took an artist 44 years to complete the
Spanish guitar and castanets. The
36 ornate relief panels, which depict
audience is transfixed: nobody moves or
Bible stories.
makes a sound, and phones and cameras
It’s easy to climb the cathedral’s
remain on laps. This is a live show at the
Giralda bell tower — there’s a series of
Flamenco Museum — just one of many
gentle ramps rather than steps (local lore
of Seville’s nightly flamenco shows —
has it that the Arabs used to ascend on
and the music and performance are so
horseback). From here, there are views
powerful, so full of passion, I feel shivers
over the cathedral’s intricate roof, its
down my spine.
orange-tree patio and the streets below.
Power and passion are the main themes
Seville is easy to get around on foot,
in Seville, a city of just 700,000 people in
although I get lost many times trying to
southern Spain. During its long history,
navigate the labyrinth of streets and
power has regularly shifted.
alleys in the medieval Santa
Seville has been ruled by
Cruz area. I admire a white
everyone from the Romans
cotton blouse hanging
and the Moors to the
outside a shop on first
FRANCE
Christian Castilian
passing it; by the third
kings, all of whom have
passing I am inside,
left their mark on the
asking for directions
city with grand
and trying it on.
PORTUGAL
SPAIN
palaces, lavish
Seville is famous for
cathedrals and ornate
its tapas bars, but
courtyards.
for people-watching
Seville
Delve into Sevillian
you can’t beat an oldhistory at the Real Alcázar
fashioned cafe such as La
100 miles
of Seville (royal palace),
Campana in Calle Sierpes. Its
which dates back to the 10th
shopfront looks like it hasn’t
century and has been the centre of
changed since the cafe was founded
power for every ruler since. Originally
in 1885 (but thankfully the cakes in the
built as a fortress by the Moors, it was
windows have), while the older male
transformed into a palace by King Pedro I waiters wear uniforms with waistcoats,
in 1364 and even today, the Spanish royal take complicated orders without
family has quarters there.
notebooks and serve endless coffees,
The Alcázar has a series of open
jellied fruits, elaborate cakes and creamcourtyards, gardens and decorative
filled pastries from trays carried high
rooms, and at the centre is the beautiful
above their heads. With all those calories
Maiden’s Courtyard, with a long pool of
so speedily dispatched, it’s little wonder
water, sunken patios and elaborate
that a workout like the flamenco was
archways. These lead to rooms such as
invented here.
the Hall of the Ambassadors, a former
GETTING THERE Ryanair flies from Dublin to
throne room where the walls are lined
Seville on Tuesdays and Saturdays, from
with ornate tiles and plasterwork and the €37.99 one-way; ryanair.com
high ceiling is a golden dome. Off this are WHERE TO STAY Hotel Inglaterra on Plaza
even more rooms and courtyards, the
Nueva, a square within walking distance
smell of orange blossom wafting through
of the main attractions (doubles from
from the gardens.
€120; hotelinglaterra.es). Or stay in the
With thrones, palaces and power such
heart of the action at the Hotel Petit
as this, it’s no surprise Alcázar played the Palace Santa Cruz (doubles from €75;
role of the House Martell, and the Water
petitpalacesantacruzhotel.com).

Seville’s nightly flamenco shows are passionate
affairs, top; the cathedral, above, is a shrine to the
city’s wealth; right, the Alcázar was originally built
by the Moors in the 10th century but transformed
into a palace in 1346; below, take a step back in
time at La Campana, which was founded in 1885
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DUBROVNIK

the Adriatic. There are people swimming
off the steps below.
From a distance, Lokrum Island looks
“The Venetians were our ‘frenemies’, as
like it’s made of trees, but a short boat
the teenagers say,” explains Ivana. “They trip from the harbour lets you find out
had the same culture and traditions. They what’s there. The island is uninhabited
tried to overtake Dubrovnik. They are the except for tall pine and cypress trees that
largest port; we’re the second-largest
share it with birds and the friendly
port. But now they’re sinking, so we
peacocks who strut around the gardens.
have the advantage.”
I explore the remains of a former
Ivana Radić, a city guide, is telling us
Benedictine monastery and its wild
about Dubrovnik’s powerful history,
botanical gardens, with exotic cacti,
clashes with its “friendly” neighbours
palms and eucalyptus trees; then take a
and the modern-day competition for
cooling dip in the island’s salt-water lake
cruise ships.
Mrtvo More — known locally as “the
This tiny medieval city, which dates
dead sea”. Fed through a series of caves
back to the 7th century and was once a
from the sea, it’s a few degrees warmer
wealthy maritime republic, had to
than the Adriatic, and you might
fortify itself against many
even meet divers in the lake
would-be invaders. It is set
emerging from the
behind thick city walls —
connecting sea caves.
up to six metres thick
Outside the main city
CROATIA
and 25 metres high in
gate, don’t miss Fort
places — and visitors
Lovrijenac (Fort of St
who enter the city’s
Lawrence; a city walls
Dubrovnik
main Pile Gate today
ticket includes free
ITALY
must still cross a moat,
entry). Sitting high on
a long stone bridge and
a rock, there are lots of
a drawbridge.
steps up to the fortress,
Walking the city walls is
which dates back to 1301,
popular for views over the
but it’s worth it for the city
100 miles
city’s red rooftops, down into
and sea views. The welltiny streets and out over the blue
preserved battlements and
of the Adriatic Sea and the Elaphiti
interior have been seen in Game of
Islands. As we stand on the fortifications
Thrones — in fact, Dubrovnik is the main
of this former maritime republic, it seems filming location for King’s Landing,
appropriate that we spot a replica galleon
capital of the Seven Kingdoms — and for
making its way out of the harbour into
productions of Shakespeare’s Hamlet.
the Adriatic.
The quote on the door reminds visitors
In high season, tourists and cruiseof the city’s resilience, translating as:
ship day trippers swarm Stradun, the
“You shall not sell freedom for all the
main street, taking in the churches,
gold in the world.”
palaces and museums, but try wandering GETTING THERE Aer Lingus flies from
the backstreets to escape the crowds.
Dublin to Dubrovnik, from €59.99 each
Exploring the quiet streets away from the way including taxes and charges;
sea, I see ornate flower patios, wine bars
aerlingus.com
hidden in alleyways and lines of washing
WHERE TO STAY Hotel Excelsior has an
strung up high.
excellent waterfront location with views
Lost on the narrow streets on the sea
of the nearby Old Town (doubles from
side, I see a tempting sign for “cold
€198) or for beach access and a respite
drinks” and step through a hole in the
from the city crowds, try four-star Hotel
wall to find Cafe Buža with tables and
Kompas (doubles from €114). For either,
parasols on its tiny terraces looking over
see adriaticluxuryhotels.com

Alfresco dining on Dubrovnik’s
atmospheric streets, top right;
sunbathers on terraces look out to
Lokrum Island, right; Mrtvo More,
above, is known as the ‘dead sea’;
left, the city is best explored on foot

LISBON

Portugal’s traditional, mournful folk
singing, originated. You can take in a
performance at a fado house.
While the cobbled, hilly Bairro Alto
Bookshelves stretch in rows and rows as
area comes alive with clubs and bars at
far as the ceiling, with a T-shaped metal
night, it’s towards the riverfront you’ll
stair leading to an open gallery on the
find local foodies. At Mercado da Ribeira
first floor. Hanging overhead at the
centre of the room is a white bicycle with near the waterfront (Avenida 24 de Julho),
I can’t choose between traditional
paper wings attached, and below people
sardines, potato croquettes or a helping
eat dinner at apparently haphazardly
of pad thai from Asian Lab — so I have all
placed tables. The store, Ler Devagar
three and it still comes in at less than €15.
(which means “read slowly”), is slightly
Once the city’s main food market and
surreal, but then nothing about hipster
now more than a century old, the
central LX Factory in Lisbon is ordinary.
Mercado da Ribeira has smart wooden
Set on the site of a former fabric
bench tables in the centre and gourmet
factory, the space is now a thriving
food stalls around the sides, selling
creative hub and home to design,
everything from steak to fusion sushi. At
architecture and music studios, ad
one end is a row of small kitchens run
agencies and tech companies. Add the
by well-known local chefs
area’s funky bars and quirky
and in the centre are the
restaurants to the mix and
drinks, with everything
it’s a fun place to enjoy an
from champagne bars
event, some food or a
FRANCE
to a specialist gin-andglass of wine on a warm
tonic bar.
evening beneath
The Torre de Belém
twinkling fairy lights
PORTUGAL
(Belém tower) on the
strung from trees.
Tagus is a testament to
This is an
SPAIN
Lisbon
the Portuguese
unexpected side of
explorers. It was
Lisbon, one of the
designed in the 1500s to
oldest cities in the world,
defend the city, and the
which dates back to the
splendid Jerónimos
Neolithic period. Its past
100 miles
Monastery nearby houses Vasco
rulers include the Romans, the
da Gama’s tomb. Don’t miss Pastéis
Moors and the 12th century
de Belém, where the famous Portuguese
crusaders. The city flourished during the
custard tart, pastéis de nata, was
15th and 16th-century Age of Discovery,
invented. When the nearby convent and
with explorers such as Vasco da Gama
monastery used egg whites to starch
setting sail from its port. Its monuments
clothing, the leftover egg yolks were used
and museums tell this long history, but
to make the crisp, sweet pastry tarts
there’s also a thriving food scene and a
filled with soft custard. The shop sells
selection of creative boutique hotels.
about 20,000 tarts a day so there are
The old No 28 tram still rattles up and
often long queues at the takeaway
down the hills from São Jorge castle and
counter. To avoid this, grab a table and
the Alfama district, the oldest part of the
savour a tart (or two) with a coffee before
city, past the shops of Baixa and along to
setting off for a day’s sightseeing.
the squares at Chiado. The Castelo de São
GETTING THERE Aer Lingus flies from
Jorge itself dates back to the Moorish era,
Dublin to Lisbon, from €39.99 each way
in the 11th century. A former military
including taxes and charges;
fortress, it still has 11 of its 77 towers and
aerlingus.com
the remains of a former royal palace.
WHERE TO STAY Hotel Britania is a smart
As well as plenty to explore within
boutique hotel within walking distance
the citadel walls, there are panoramic
of the centre (doubles from €148; hotelviews of the hills of Lisbon and the
britania.com) or try the Santiago de
Tagus River beyond. Below the castle is
Alfama in the older Alfama area (doubles
the Alfama neighbourhood, with its
from €165; santiagodealfama.com).
narrow, shaded streets where fado,

The No 28 tram, top right, will take you to the
Alfama district, top left, the oldest part of the city;
the funky LX Factory, left and below, is a world
away from Lisbon’s medieval streets; above, the
Tagus is the longest river on the Iberian Peninsula

